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The Decade of Privacy by Design 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Setting the Stage:                 
 

Why We Need to                   

Change the Paradigm 



 

 

 

 

 

 

The Future of Privacy 

Change the Paradigm to 

Positive-Sum, 

NOT                                               
Zero-Sum 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Positive-Sum Model 

Change the paradigm  

from a zero-sum to  

a “positive-sum” model: 

Create a win-win scenario,  

not an either/or (vs.) 

involving unnecessary trade-offs 

and false dichotomies …                       

 replace the “vs.” with “and”  



 

 

 

 

 

 

Privacy by Design: 
The 7 Foundational Principles 

www.ipc.on.ca/images/Resources/7foundationalprinciples.pdf 

1. Proactive not Reactive: 

 Preventative, not Remedial; 
 

2. Privacy as the Default setting; 
 

3. Privacy Embedded into Design; 
 

4. Full Functionality:              

 Positive-Sum, not Zero-Sum; 
 

5. End-to-End Security:           

 Full Lifecycle Protection; 
 

6. Visibility and Transparency:           

 Keep it Open; 
 

7. Respect for User Privacy:            

 Keep it User-Centric. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Landmark Resolution Passed to Preserve                    

the Future of Privacy  
By Anna Ohlden – October 29th 2010 - http://www.science20.com/newswire/landmark_resolution_passed_preserve_future_privacy 

 

JERUSALEM, October 29, 2010 – A landmark Resolution by 

Ontario's Information and Privacy Commissioner, Dr. Ann Cavoukian, 

was approved by international Data Protection and Privacy 

Commissioners in Jerusalem today at their annual conference.          

The resolution recognizes Commissioner Cavoukian's concept of      

Privacy by Design - which ensures that privacy is embedded into new 

technologies and business practices, right from the outset - as an 

essential component of fundamental privacy protection.  

Full Article: 
http://www.science20.com/newswire/landmark_resolution_passed_preserve_future_privacy 

Adoption of “Privacy by Design”                           

as an International Standard 



 

 

 

 

 

 

2011: Year of the Engineer 



Engaging Technical Teams 

Technische Universität Berlin 
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Privacy by Design and the 

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) 

“The concept of Privacy by Design has gotten a lot of 
attention over the past few years and within the IETF we 
have tried to investigate how we can consider privacy in the 
design of protocols and architectures in a more systematic 
way … in protocols and architectural designs.”  
 

“We have started to shed more light on privacy in the IETF 
by organizing a privacy workshop to solicit input from the 
technically minded privacy community, to create an IETF 
privacy directorate, and to start the work on a number of 
documents to offer more guidance to engineers.” 

— Privacy Considerations for Internet Protocols,  

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), www.ietf.org 



2012:  

Year of the Innovator 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Why Privacy by Design  

and the Smart Grid? 

“The smart grid is certainly a good 
idea, which I strongly support. But the 
focus has been so singularly on 
controlling energy use that I think the 
privacy issue is a sleeper – it is not 
top-of-mind.” 

— Commissioner Cavoukian        
 

“We’ve taken the advice of the privacy 

commissioner upfront before the smart 

grid is even put in place.” 
 

— Brad Duguid,                                     

Ontario Minister of Energy and Infrastructure 

Toronto Star, May 12, 2010 
http://tinyurl.com/24dzn9j 



Implementing Privacy by Design: 

The Smart Meter Case 
 

• Data aggregation techniques for 

meter data that do not reveal 

individual meter readings; 
 

• Solutions may be implemented  

on existing smart meters with 

only a minimal increase in 

computational overhead; 
 

• Modern crypto can provide             

a powerful building-block 

towards the implementation        

of Privacy by Design. 

 
www.privacybydesign.ca 



Privacy by Design and Data Minimization 

• Although de-identification is a tried and proven approach in settings 

where further research is to be conducted on the de-identified data, it 

is preferable to follow the principles of data minimization – collect as 

little personal data as possible; 
 

• The first approach is data minimization in which data aggregation 

ensures that individual smart meter data cannot be disclosed in the 

first place; 
 

• Aggregated data collected over a sufficiently large data set makes it 

generally impossible to determine individual data elements; 
 

• The primary challenge for aggregated data is to ensure that the 

aggregation groups are chosen properly, to protect individual 

households and provide stable data for the intended use cases. 

 



Aggregation Protocols  

for Smart Meter Data Minimization 

• Billing Protocol using a Homomorphic 

Commitment Scheme; 
 

• Diffie-Hellman based Private Aggregation 

Protocol (DiPA); 
 

• Low Overhead Private Aggregation (LOPA). 



Positive-Sum Smart Grid 

• The positive-sum characteristic of these types of 

aggregation is that both Smart Grid operators benefit            

as well as energy consumers; 
 

• When using privacy-preserving smart meter protocols, the 

granularity or frequency of meter readings raises little if 

any privacy concerns since this data is not transmitted from 

the smart meter, except with the consent of the consumer; 
 

• As such, the frequency of meter readings can be increased 

without compromising consumer privacy. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusions 

• Lead with Privacy by Design – maintaining consumer 
confidence and trust will be essential; 

 

• Enable both the Smart Grid and Privacy to grow in tandem 
– not one at the expense of the other – prevent the data 
breach … enable the service; 

 

• Get smart about privacy by making it a priority – embed 
privacy into your technical specifications, architecture, 
systems, devices and business practices. 

 

• If you don’t lead with Privacy by Design, you may end up 
with privacy by chance – or worse, Privacy by Disaster! 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

How to Contact Us 

Ann Cavoukian, Ph.D. 
Information & Privacy 
Commissioner of Ontario 
2 Bloor Street East,  
Suite 1400 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
M4W 1A8 
 

Phone: (416) 326-3948 /  
1-800-387-0073 
Web: www.ipc.on.ca 
E-mail: info@ipc.on.ca 

For more information on Privacy by Design,                

please visit: www.privacybydesign.ca 

Klaus Kursawe 
European Network               
for Cyber Security             
and Radboud University 

klaus.kursawe@encs.eu  


